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1. Introduction and Objectives 
 
Throughout this course, several stochastic modeling methods were considered such that a broad range of 
complex, random processes could be modeled analytically. However, it was often noted that in some 
instances of particularly complex systems when many variables are involved, it can become impractical to 
attempt to form exact analytical solutions. In these cases, the only real alternative is to consider a 
numerical approach. This is often done through the use of Monte Carlo simulations, which are numerical 
simulations that have the ability to model a complex, yet deterministic, process by means of a much 
simpler, yet random, simulation. If enough computational resources are available for the simulation, the 
result will approach the numerical solution of an equivalent stochastic equation.1,2  
 
Radiative heat transfer is one such example where analytical solutions are often either unavailable or 
impractical to try to solve, even with superior computational resources. The Monte Carlo method has 
therefore become an extremely practical alternative for modeling complex thermal radiation. Therefore, 
the objectives of this research paper are to identify the complexities of radiative heat transfer that prevent 
simple analytical modeling, to provide a foundation for Monte Carlo simulations and how they can be 
specifically applied to radiative heat transfer, to consider two example cases of complex radiative heat 
transfer by comparing Monte Carlo simulation results to other available solutions for those cases, and to 
provide some insight about how this work will ultimately be applied to the author’s upcoming master’s 
thesis, which will involve modeling radiative heat transfer in the complex three-dimensional multiphase 
flow of a gasifier. 
 
2. Heat Transfer Background 
 
2.1 Conduction 
The term “heat” describes how much kinetic energy is contained within a finite amount of mass. There 
are three primary modes of heat transfer. The first is conduction, which describes the heat transfer 
mechanism that takes place in a stationary medium due to the collisions of molecules. Conduction is often 
regarded as the simplest heat transfer mode to model, since it is simply a function of a the system 
geometry (specifically the cross sectional area, 𝐴, through which the conduction is occurring), material 
properties of the stationary media (specifically, 𝑘, the thermal conductivity of the material), and the 
temperature gradient in the direction of the conduction.3 The differential form of this theory is known as 
Fourier’s Law, and is simply expressed as 
 

�̇�%&'( = 	−𝑘𝐴
(,
(-
.                                                                    (1) 

 
2.2 Convection 
The second mode of heat transfer is convection. This describes the transfer of heat due to a moving fluid 
(either a liquid or a gas). Convection is therefore a combination of conduction at the fluid/surface 
interface and advection (the bulk transfer due to heat being carried away by the fluid). The rate of 
convective heat transfer is therefore a function of the system geometry (specifically the area, 𝐴, of the 
convecting surface), the temperatures of the surface and the fluid flow (𝑇0 and 𝑇1), and the convection 
heat transfer coefficient (ℎ), which is not a fluid property, but is rather a quantity derived from all the 
variables that influence convection such as the nature of the fluid motion, properties of the fluid, 
properties of the surface, fluid velocity, etc.3 Determining an appropriate value for ℎ is therefore what 
makes modeling convection more difficult than modeling conduction. However, values for ℎ can 
ultimately be determined through experiments and resulting correlations. Once this is done, convective 
heat transfer can also be expressed rather simply through Newton’s Law of Cooling which is written as 
 

�̇�%&'3 = ℎ𝐴(𝑇0 − 𝑇1).                               (2) 
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2.3 Radiation 
The third, and undeniably most complex, form of heat transfer is thermal radiation. Radiation is the 
transfer of thermal energy by means of electromagnetic waves. This is the only mode of heat transfer that 
can occur regardless of whether intermediate media is present or not. Describing radiative heat transfer 
quickly becomes complex as it is a function of the electromagnetic wave’s intensity, direction, 
wavelength, and path length. Additional complexities are added when participating media is present 
(either gas, particles, or both), since these media have their own complex radiative properties and can 
cause additional absorptions, emissions, and scattering events. Howell4 describes in more depth the 
complexities of analytically expressing radiative heat transfer in participating media. The result is 
ultimately an energy balance, collectively known as the radiative transfer equation (RTE), which is 
written in differential form as: 
 

678(9,;,<)
= 6<

+ 678(9,;,<)
69

= κ@I@B(S, t) − κ@I@(S, Ω, t) − σG,@I@(S, Ω, t) +
H
IJ ∫σ0,@ 𝐼@(𝑆, ΩN, 𝑡)ΦQ(ΩN, Ω)𝑑ΩN     (3) 

 
It is now clear why modeling thermal radiation is inherently more complex than modeling the first two 
modes of heat transfer. The governing RTE is a five-dimensional (three spatial dimensions and two 
directional coordinates) integro-differential equation (intensity appears both as a derivative term and as an 
integral term) which is therefore extremely difficult and expensive to solve.2 This problem is exacerbated 
by strong spectral variations of the included radiative properties in many radiatively participating media. 
It would not be uncommon for ~106 evaluations of the RTE to be necessary for acceptable accuracy.2 It is 
for these reasons that is often desired to instead model complex radiative heat transfer systems by 
numerical means, such as the Monte Carlo method. 
 
3. Application of the Monte Carlo Method to Radiative Heat Transfer 
 
3.1 General Principles 
The term “Monte Carlo simulation” describes a rather broad range of methodologies that can be applied 
to various modeling applications. In general, any methodology of solving a mathematical problem with an 
appropriate statistical sampling technique may be referred to as a Monte Carlo simulation.2 This relies on 
the use of repetitively drawing pseudo-random numbers such that complex, deterministic processes can be 
modeled with simple, random correlations. With regards to radiative heat transfer, this is applied by 
simulating the emission of discrete bundles of energy called “rays” and tracking them through the system 
of interest (this is why the Monte Carlo method applied to thermal radiation is sometimes called the 
“Photon Monte Carlo Method”). Specifically, random numbers are combined with statistical functions 
(namely, cumulative distribution functions) to make decisions such as the point of emission for each ray, 
the direction of emission, whether the ray is scattered at any point, where the ray is absorbed, etc. This 
ultimately allows for radiative properties and events to be determined stochastically on an individual basis 
for each tracked ray, therefore eliminating the complexities of solving the RTE for an entire system.  
 
The resulting locations and states of the tracked rays can be used to draw conclusions about quantities of 
interest such as surface temperatures and heat fluxes. As the number of emitted rays in a simulation 
increases, the numerical solution will ultimately approach the “true” solution. It should be noted however 
that it is not possible to calculate exactly how many rays need to be tracked for a specified accuracy to be 
met. This is because the numerical solution of a Monte Carlo simulation is a function of random numbers 
and is therefore itself a random number. It will therefore continue to have randomly fluctuating errors, 
even as it approaches the true solution. However, for many Monte Carlo simulations, 107 rays is often 
sufficient for solution convergence. It should also be noted that the emission and corresponding path of 
each ray is an independent event. This is extremely advantageous, as it makes the Monte Carlo method 
very compatible with parallel processing techniques, therefore decreasing the necessary computational 
time for a simulation. Solving the RTE however is not easily compatible with parallel processing. 
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3.2 Various Simulation Approaches 
With regards to forming a specific Monte Carlo simulation of radiative heat transfer, there are actually 
two primary different approaches that can be used, depending on the parameters of the problem and the 
quantities of interest. The first approach is largely a geometric analysis and is generally applicable to 
surface exchange problems when either no participating media or homogeneous participating media is 
involved. In this approach, rays are simply emitted and traced until they are absorbed at a single location. 
This is done by relating drawn random numbers to the emissivity, absorptivity, and reflectivity of any 
intermediate surfaces/media to ultimately provide a simple count of where the rays are finally absorbed. 
The result from this approach is generally the radiative view factors between surfaces. These are 
geometric quantities that define how much of one surface is “seen” by another surface. View factors are 
very useful since they are often the missing ingredient while determining heat fluxes in problems with 
fully prescribed surface temperatures, but complex surface geometries.  
 
The second approach is slightly more complex but is also more powerful as it can be applied to problems 
with inhomogeneous participating media and ultimately provide direct results of net heat fluxes between 
surfaces. In this approach, each emitted ray is also assigned a discrete amount of energy. Therefore, as it 
is tracked through the system, the ray’s energy can be gradually attenuated or enhanced until it falls below 
a minimum threshold. This allows for an inhomogeneous media to be discretized into small cells that do 
have homogenous radiative properties, such that the energy/direction of a ray can be adjusted accordingly 
as it travels through each homogenous cell, rather than attempting to make conclusions as it travels 
through an entire inhomogeneous path length. During this type of simulation, information can also be 
stored regarding where the energy of each ray was absorbed by the system while the ray was being traced, 
allowing for easy conclusions about net radiative heat fluxes to be made. 
 
3.3 Random Number Relationships 
For either approach discussed in the previous section, a simulation requires making several decisions 
during the “life” of each ray. These decisions are made by drawing a uniform random number between 0 
and 1 and relating that random number to a random position/value on the cumulative distribution function 
that describes the probability of a specific event occurring. It is important to see then that drawing 
uniform random numbers to make decisions in a Monte Carlo simulation does not mean that all 
possibilities have uniform probabilities. Rather, the cumulative distribution function of an event translates 
a uniform random number to the actual probability of an event occurring.  Modest2 provides a more in-
depth analysis of how these random number relations are derived from their corresponding cumulative 
distribution functions. A summary of the key random number relationships that will be used in the 
following examples is provided below. In the following expressions, it is assumed that any variable in the 
form 𝑅T represents an independent, uniform, random number between 0 and 1 generated by a pseudo-
random number generator. 
 
Location of Emission 
Assuming the emitting surface is isothermal (or has at least been discretized into small isothermal cells), 
then the location of emission for a ray is itself is uniform: 
 

𝑥	 = 	𝑅-𝑋,						𝑦	 = 	𝑅Q𝑌,						𝑧	 = 	𝑅Z𝑍,	                                 (4) 
 
where (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) are the 3D cartesian coordinates of the point of emission and 𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 are the boundaries of 
the isothermal emission area. 
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Direction of Emission from a Surface 
Assuming diffuse radiation (a common assumption for many surfaces stating that radiative intensity is 
independent of direction), the direction of emission from a surface for a ray is given by: 
 

𝜓	 = 	2𝜋𝑅_,										𝜃	 = 	 𝑠𝑖𝑛dH(e𝑅f),                  (5) 
 
where 𝜓 and 𝜃 are the azimuthal and polar angles of emission respectively. Note that the azimuthal angle 
has a uniform probability for all angles between 0 and 2𝜋. 
 
Direction of Emission from a Volume 
For some simulations, intermediate emissions will occur from within a small volume of the participating 
media. In these cases, the azimuthal angle of emission (still uniform) and the polar angle of emission are 
given by: 
 

𝜓3 	= 	2𝜋𝑅_,3,                               (6) 
 

𝜃3 	= 	 𝑐𝑜𝑠dH(1 − 2𝑅f,3).            (7) 
 
Path Length 
In a case with participating media, once a ray has been emitted, it will travel a pre-determined distance 
before deciding if a scattering event might occur. That distance is given by: 
 

𝐷	 = 	 k'(lm)
no

,                            (8) 
 
where 𝜅q is the total spectral extinction coefficient of the media (assumed to be constant for a 
homogenous subregion). 
 
Scattering Angle  
If a scattering event occurs (determined by the scattering albedo of the media), then a scattering angle 
must be chosen. The azimuthal scattering angle, 𝜓′, is again uniform and therefore given by: 
 

𝜓′	 = 	2𝜋𝑅_′.                 (9) 
 
The polar scattering angle, 𝜃′, however is a function of a defined scattering phase function 𝜙(𝜃) and is 
found by inverting the relationship: 
 

𝑅f′	 = 	
∫ t(f∗)0N'(f∗)(f∗v'
x
∫ t(f∗)0N'(f∗)(f∗y
x

.              (10) 

 
Wave Number 
For a simulation of non-gray radiation where radiative probertites are dependent on wavelength, a 
wavelength must be defined for each emitted ray such that spectral properties can be determined in each 
homogenous subregion. This is done by inverting the relationship: 
 

𝑅q = 	
∫ zo{|o(q
o
x
z},~

,               (11) 
 
where 𝜀q is the spectral emissivity of the point of emission, 𝐸�q is the black-body spectral emissive 
power, 𝜎 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and 𝑇 is the temperature of the point of emission. 
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4. Example Case 1: Radiative View Factors of Discretized Flat Plate to Parallel Disk 
 
4.1 Example Case 1: Problem Description and Methodology 
This paper will now consider two specific examples that illustrate the application of the previously 
discussed theory. These examples have been taken from cases that the author has worked on for thesis 
research during the past semester. In the first example, the goal was to determine radiative view factors 
from a discretized, flat, rectangular plate to a flat, parallel disk at an arbitrary location. This case was of 
interest such that rates of radiative heat transfer from a non-isothermal plate to a parallel disk (with no 
intermediate participating media) could be considered by simply knowing the properties of the surfaces 
(temperature, emissivity, absorptivity) as well as the corresponding geometric view factors between the 
surfaces. This is therefore an example of the first Monte Carlo approach discussed in section 3.2, where 
view factors are determined by simply considering the final destination of each traced ray, rather than 
directly considering energy transfer by determining the history of the total emissive power of each tracked 
ray. A visual representation of this problem geometry is shown in Fig. 1 for the example case where the 
rectangular plate has a width of 4 and a length of 8, the plate has 8 cells in the x-direction and 16 cells in 
the y-direction, and the disk is centered at (0,0,1) with a radius of 1. In this example, 10� rays were 
emitted from each cell. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Geometry of Flat Plate & Parallel Disk Example Case 
 
A MATLAB program was developed (see Appendix II) allowing for the following parameters to be 
provided as program inputs: width of the plate (parallel to x-axis), length of the plate (parallel to y-axis), 
number of cells on the plate in the x-direction, number of cells on the plate in the y-direction, the 
coordinates of the center of the disk, the radius of the disk, and the number of rays to be emitted and 
traced from each cell during the simulation.  
 
4.2 Example Case 1: Discussion of Results and Comparison to Analytical Model 
The result of this MATLAB program is the geometric view factor from each cell on the plate to the 
parallel disk. Note that the rule of reciprocity could be used to find the corresponding view factors from 
the disk to the plate. An example solution from this simulation (corresponding to the geometry in Fig. 1) 
is provided in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: View Factor Solution for Flat Plate & Parallel Disk Example Case 
 
The results in Fig. 2 are relatively intuitive, considering the trivial location of the disk in this example. 
The final part of this example was to then consider how the solution of the Monte Carlo simulation 
compared to an analytical model for the same geometry. Section B-14 at thermalradiation.net5 provides an 
analytical model for the view factor from a differential rectangular element to a parallel, flat disk. This 
model is defined by equations 12-15. 
 

FH-� = 	
H
�
�1- �-���

√��-I��
�         (12) 

H = �
�
                            (13) 

R	 = 	 �
�
                         (14) 

Z	 = 	1 + R� + H�      (15) 

In these equations, a is the horizontal distance between the center of the differential element and the 
center of the disk, h is the vertical distance between the differential element and the disk, and r is the 
radius of the disk. It was therefore proposed that if the cells on the flat plate in the Monte Carlo 
simulation were sufficiently small, that the provided model would be able to sufficiently verify the 
simulation results. This hypothesis was ultimately confirmed. For the parameters given above, the 
resulting average relative error between the Monte Carlo solution and the analytical model was slightly 
below 2%. It was also observed that the limiting factor of matching this simulation with the provided 
analytical model was not just the number of rays emitted from each cell (10� provided a sufficiently 
converged solution), but rather the size of the cells. This is intuitive, since the analytical model is 
specifically derived for small, differential elements. For example, when the simulation was run again with 
the same plate geometry and number of rays, but with 16 times the original number of cells, the average 
relative error between the model and the Monte Carlo simulation dropped to about 0.5%. These results 
were also verified for cases of differing geometry (i.e. plate size, disk size, disk location, etc.) 
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5. Example Case 2: Scattering in 2D Quadrilateral and Curved Enclosures 
 
5.1 Example Case 2: Problem Description and Methodology 
The objective of the second example case considered was to verify the results found by Parthasarathy et 
al. in a paper6 that considered radiative heat transfer in irregular two-dimensional geometries. Fig. 3 
shows the quadrilateral enclosure and curved enclosure geometries considered. All dimensions in Fig. 3 
are provided in meters. Each wall is cold (i.e. 0K) except for the walls labeled ‘HOT’. This problem is 
also defined to have black, diffuse walls and to include a homogenous, gray participating media inside the 
enclosures. This ultimately allows for the modeling of scattering to be considered. Three Mie-anisotropic 
phase functions (defined by Kim and Lee7) were therefore considered. FORTRAN programs were written 
to execute a Monte Carlo simulation for both geometries shown in Fig. 3 and for all three Mie-anisotropic 
phase functions. Each case was further broken into 5 cases of varying albedo values (a physical property 
of the participating media) ranging from 0 (pure absorbing) to 1 (pure scattering).  
 

          
 

Figure 3: Quadrilateral and Curved Geometries for 2D Scattering Example 
 
Because the participating media in this problem is homogenous and gray, the first approach discussed in 
section 3.2 is still applicable. That is to say, each tracked ray does not need to be assigned a discrete 
amount of emissive power. Rather, per the relationships determined in section 3.3, a ray can simply 
traverse a pre-determined distance in a pre-determined direction, at which point it is decided whether it is 
scattered and if so into what direction. This is continued until all rays have been absorbed by a surface. 
The resulting heat flux at the surface of interest can then be determined by simply combining the total 
emissive power of the hot surface and the percentage of rays that left the hot surface that were eventually 
absorbed at the surface of interest. 
 
5.2 Example Case 2: Discussion of Results and Comparison to Published Work 
The result of the FORTRAN program for each case is the heat flux at the surface of interest (the right wall 
of the quadrilateral and the top wall of the curved geometry). Figures 4-6 show the simulation results, 
plotted against the original results from Parthasarathy et at.6, for the quadrilateral geometry and for all 
three Mie-anisotropic phase functions and for all five albedo values. In each case, 10� rays were emitted 
from the hot surface. Figures 7-9 show the same results for the curved geometry. The FORTRAN code 
for just one case (F1 scattering, quadrilateral geometry) is included in Appendix II. 
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Figure 4: Heat Flux Results for Isotropic Case in Quadrilateral Enclosure 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Heat Flux Results for F1 Case in Quadrilateral Enclosure 
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Figure 6: Heat Flux Results for B1 Case in Quadrilateral Enclosure 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Heat Flux Results for Isotropic Case in Curved Enclosure 
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Figure 8: Heat Flux Results for F1 Case in Curved Enclosure 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Heat Flux Results for B1 Case in Curved Enclosure 
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It is clear that in general, the results found in this study are in good agreement with the original results 
provided by Parthasarathy et al.6 Many of the results are also relatively intuitive, when considering the 
geometry in Fig. 3 and the fact that the ‘ISO’ scattering function is isotropic, the ‘F1’ scattering function 
is a strong forwards scattering function, and the ‘B1’ scattering function is a strong backwards scattering 
function.  
 
The small discrepancies in these results present are likely a result of the numerical methods utilized when 
selecting a polar scattering angle. For example, when using the ‘general method’ shown in equation 10, 
smaller errors were found. However, applying this method involved iteratively using the bi-section 
method to find a 𝜃 that satisfied equation 10. Furthermore, at each iteration, the Composite Simpson’s 1/3 
Rule was used to integrate numerically. This entire process was necessary for each scattering event, for 
each ray, and was therefore extremely computationally slow. An alternative method was therefore tested 
for finding the polar scattering angle. This involved assuming linear anisotropic scattering, in which case 
Modest2 defines: 
 

Rf 	= 	
H
�
�1-cos(𝜃) + ��

�
sin�(𝜃)      (16) 

 
Utilizing this assumption allowed for much more reasonable computational times, but resulted in the 
discrepancies seen in Figs. 4-9, especially in the cases of the ‘B1’ scattering function when intermediate 
albedo values were considered. 
 
6. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
6.1 Conclusions 
This paper began by demonstrating why radiative heat transfer, relative to conduction and convection, is 
so difficult to model analytically. This is ultimately due to the fact the most general form of the radiative 
heat transfer equation is a five-dimensional integro-differential equation. In such complex cases, 
analytical modeling is often not an option and therefore numerical approaches, such as the Monte Carlo 
method, must be taken. This paper then discussed the fundamental features of the Monte Carlo method 
and how it can be applied to radiative heat transfer. Specifically, two primary approaches were discussed. 
The first approach involved tracing rays until they are absorbed by a surface. This approach is applicable 
when either no participating media or homogeneous participating media is present. The second approach 
involved calculating the total emissive power for each ray such that it’s energy can be enhanced and/or 
attenuated as it is traced. This approach is applicable when inhomogeneous and/or non-gray participating 
media is present. The key random number relationships for making decisions in a Monte Carlo ray-tracing 
simulation were also provided. Finally, two example cases were considered. The first showed how the 
Monte Carlo method can be used to calculate geometric view factors in complex geometries such that 
heat fluxes between surfaces can be easily found it surface temperatures are known. The second example 
showed how the Monte Carlo method can be used to find heat fluxes in enclosure with homogenous, gray, 
anisotropically scattering media. The next section will include discussion on the ongoing cases being 
considered which add further complexities.  
 
6.2 Future Work 
One specific piece of work that could be considered is to find a more computationally efficient way of 
solving for the polar scattering angle 𝜃 than what was discussed at the end on section 5.2, but without 
having to assume linear anisotropic scattering. This would allow for more accurate results in cases of 
scattering, while still adhering to reasonable simulation computational costs. 
 
The author is also currently considering another key example case, though the results were not yet ready 
to be included in this paper. This example case however is extremely general as it considers three-
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dimensional radiative heat transfer in inhomogeneous, anisotropic, nongray media. Specifically, the 
current objective is to replicate the results portrayed in a paper8 on this subject written by J. Famer in 
1994. This will of course need to be done with the second approach described in section 3.2, (i.e. tracking 
a ray’s change in emissive power rather than simply its location) since the participating media is both 
non-gray and inhomogeneous.  
 
Once work on this example case has been completed, the author will have established a reliable Monte 
Carlo code that can model radiative heat transfer in the most general of cases. This will then be applied to 
the main objective of the authors master’s thesis, which is to utilize the Monte Carlo method to model 
radiative heat transfer in the complex multiphase flow of a gasifier. If it were not for computational 
limitations, it might be desirable to fully couple the resulting Monte Carlo code with a CFD solver such 
that accurate radiative heat transfer could be considered at every timestep of a CFD solution where 
thermal transport is significant. This however is completely unrealistic, since a single Monte Carlo 
simulation is already computational expensive by itself. Even with advanced computer resources and 
parallel processing techniques, executing several of these simulations in parallel with a multi-phase flow 
CFD simulation (which is also already computational expensive by itself) will likely not be a possibility 
for many years. Therefore, the work of this thesis will be to simply run single Monte Carlo simulations 
using the conditions (temperatures, particle concentrations, etc.) established after a CFD simulation has 
run for a sufficient time. The resulting high-fidelity solutions will then be used to validate the 
implementation of the P-1 radiation model into the MFIX software package, which is the Department of 
Energy’s open-source software for multiphase flow. If properly validated, the P-1 model does have 
potential to be fully coupled with an entire CFD simulation, therefore providing an effective consideration 
of radiative heat transfer in a widely used multi-phase flow CFD software. 
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Appendix II: List of Attached Code 
 
 

1. Example MATLAB program for Monte Carlo simulations of view factors from a 
discretized, flat, rectangular plate to a flat, parallel disk at an arbitrary location. 
 

2. Example FORTRAN program for Monte Carlo simulations of surface heat flux in a 2D 
quadrilateral geometry with gray, anisotropic (F1 phase-function) scattering due to a 
homogeneous participating media. 
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%Monte Carlo Simulation for View Factors From Discretized, Flat,
%Rectanglular Plate to Flat, Parallel Disk at Arbitrary Location

%David Tobin
%November 14th, 2019

%Problem Description / Assumptions:
% - 3D cartesian coordinates are used
% - Rectangular plate is in the x-y plane and centered at (0,0,0)
% - Disk is in a parallel x-y plane at a +z location
% - Emitted radiation is diffuse
% - Cell numbering increases in x, then in y

clear, clc
set(0,'defaultAxesFontSize',18)

Inputs
W_rect = 4; %Width of rectangle (parallel to x-axis)
L_rect = 8; %Length of rectangle (parallel to y-axis)
Nx_rect = 8; %Number of cells on plate in x-direction
Ny_rect = 16; %Number of cells on plate in y-direction
xc_disk = 0; %x-coordinate of disk center
yc_disk = 0; %y-coordinate of disk center
zc_disk = 1; %z-coordinate of disk center (must be > 0!)
r_disk = 1; %Disk radius
N_rays = 1e6; %Number of rays to emit from each cell for MC simulation

Discretization
%Grid Parameters
N_cells = Nx_rect*Ny_rect;
dx = W_rect/Nx_rect;
dy = L_rect/Ny_rect;

%Initialize Cell Data Array
cell_data = zeros(N_cells,6);
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%Calculate Cell Centers
for i = 1:Ny_rect
    for j = 1:Nx_rect
        cell_num = j+(i-1)*Nx_rect;
        cell_data(cell_num,1) = cell_num;
        cell_data(cell_num,2) = j*dx-W_rect/2-W_rect/(2*Nx_rect);
        cell_data(cell_num,3) = i*dy-L_rect/2-L_rect/(2*Ny_rect);
    end
end

Visual Check of Geometry
%Create Disk Surface
[theta,rad] = meshgrid(linspace(0,2*pi,100),linspace(0,r_disk,10));
X1 = rad.*cos(theta)+xc_disk;
Y1 = rad.*sin(theta)+yc_disk;
Z1 = zc_disk.*ones(size(X1,1),size(X1,2));

%Create Rectangular Mesh
[X2,Y2] = meshgrid(-W_rect/2:dx:W_rect/2,-L_rect/2:dy:L_rect/2);
Z2 = zeros(Ny_rect+1,Nx_rect+1);

%Format Plot
figure(1)
surf(X1,Y1,Z1,0.3.*ones(10,100,3))
shading interp
hold on
mesh(X2,Y2,Z2,'edgecolor','k')
xlabel('x')
ylabel('y')
zlabel('z')
title('Visual Check of Geometry')
xlim = [min(-1.1*W_rect,1.1*(xc_disk-r_disk))...
        max(1.1*W_rect,1.1*(xc_disk+r_disk))];
ylim = [min(-1.1*L_rect,1.1*(yc_disk-r_disk))...
        max(1.1*L_rect,1.1*(yc_disk+r_disk))];
zlim = [-0.5*zc_disk 1.1*zc_disk];
axis equal
line(xlim(), [0,0], [0,0], 'LineWidth', 3, 'Color', 'k');
line([0,0], ylim(), [0,0], 'LineWidth', 3, 'Color', 'k');
line([0,0], [0,0], zlim(), 'LineWidth', 3, 'Color', 'k');
hold off

Monte Carlo Simulation
%Initialize Progress Bar
wb = waitbar(0,'Begining Simulation','Name',...
    'Monte Carlo Simulation Progress','CreateCancelBtn',...
    'setappdata(gcbf,''canceling'',1)');

%Loop Over All Cells
for i = 1:N_cells
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    %Check for Cancel / Update Progress Bar
    if getappdata(wb,'canceling')
        break
    end
    waitbar(i/N_cells,wb,...
        sprintf('Simulating Cell %3.0f of %3.0f',i,N_cells))

    %Emit Rays
    N_hit = 0;
    for j = 1:N_rays
        %Pick Random Point of Emission (uniform)
        x_emit = cell_data(i,2)-dx/2+rand()*dx;
        y_emit = cell_data(i,3)-dy/2+rand()*dy;

        %Pick Random Direction of Emission (diffuse)
        phi_emit = 2*pi()*rand();
        theta_emit = asin(sqrt(rand()));

        %Determine Vector Components
        v_x = sin(theta_emit)*cos(phi_emit);
        v_y = sin(theta_emit)*sin(phi_emit);
        v_z = cos(theta_emit);

        %Determine x and y Coordinates of Ray when z_ray = zc_disk
        t = (zc_disk)/v_z;
        x_end = x_emit+v_x*t;
        y_end = y_emit+v_y*t;

        %Determine if These Coordinates Intersect the Disk
        if (sqrt((x_end-xc_disk)^2+(y_end-yc_disk)^2) <= r_disk)
            N_hit = N_hit + 1;
        end
    end

    %Calculate View Factor
    cell_data(i,4) = N_hit/N_rays;
end
delete(wb)

Compare to Analytical Model from ThermalRa-
diation.net (B-14)

%Calculate Analytical Result and Corresponding Relative Error
for i = 1:N_cells
    a = sqrt(cell_data(i,2)^2+cell_data(i,3)^2);
    H = zc_disk/a;
    R = r_disk/a;
    Z = 1+R^2+H^2;
    cell_data(i,5) = 0.5*(1-(Z-2*R^2)/((Z^2-4*R^2)^0.5));
    cell_data(i,6) = abs(cell_data(i,4)-cell_data(i,5))/...
        cell_data(i,5)*100;
end
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Print Results
%Tabulate Results
fprintf(['Cell #     x_center     y_center     V.F. to Disk'...
    '     Analytical V.F.     %% Error\n'])
fprintf(['-------------------------------------------------'...
    '---------------------------------\n'])
for i = 1:N_cells
    fprintf('%5.0f %11.2f %12.2f %15.3f %17.3f %15.2f\n',...
        cell_data(i,1),cell_data(i,2),cell_data(i,3),...
        cell_data(i,4),cell_data(i,5),cell_data(i,6))
end

%Average Error
fprintf(['\nAverage Relative Error Compared to Analytical '...
    'Model: %3.2f%%\n'], mean(cell_data(:,6)))

%Plot Results
figure(2)
[X3,Y3] = meshgrid(-W_rect/2+dx/2:dx:W_rect/2-dx/2,...
    -L_rect/2+dy/2:dy:L_rect/2-dy/2);
Z3 = reshape(cell_data(:,4),[Nx_rect,Ny_rect]);
surf(X3,Y3,Z3')
axis equal
xlabel('x')
ylabel('y')
zlabel('V.F.')
title('View Factor to Disk')
colorbar
caxis([0 1])

Published with MATLAB® R2017b
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  1 !David Tobin 

  2 !2D Quadrilateral With Participating Media Monte Carlo Simulation 

  3 !Includes Anisotropic Scattering According to F1 Phase Function 

  4 !Code Written for Both General Anisotropic Solution (SLOW!) and  

  5 !for Modest's Linear Anisotropic Scattering Approximation (FAST!) 

  6 !Details in Parthasarathy 1995 Paper 

  7  

  8 program MC_2DQUAD_F1 

  9     implicit none 

 10  

 11     !Initialize Variables------------------------------------------------------

 12     integer, parameter :: N = 1e7, nx4 = 25, N_div = 11 

 13     integer :: i, j, k, S1_count, S2_count, S3_count, S4_count, Absorb_count, &

 14     curUnit = 11, iw 

 15     double precision, parameter :: B = 1.0, PI = 4*atan(1.0_16), & 

 16     F1A = 2.536020, tol = 1e-3 

 17     double precision, dimension(5), parameter :: w =(/0.0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0/)

 18     double precision :: rand, theta, phi, L, t, u, S4_L, x_int, S4j_size, & 

 19     C4_theta, Q1, Q2, h, A_tot, cur_f, Lb, Rb, dx, dy, tilt, dx2, dy2 

 20     double precision, dimension(2) :: C1 = (/22d-1,0d0/), C2 = (/0d0,0d0/), & 

 21     C3 = (/5d-1,1d0/), C4 = (/15d-1,12d-1/), r, d, e, s, int_pt 

 22     double precision, dimension(nx4) :: S4j_count, xp, q 

 23     double precision, dimension(50) :: Parth_data 

 24     double precision, dimension (25) :: Parth_x, Parth_y 

 25     double precision, dimension (N_div) :: x_tot, y_tot 

 26     double precision, dimension(13) :: F1_coeffs = (/1.0d0, 2.53602d0, &  

 27         3.56549d0, 3.97976d0, 4.00292d0, 3.66401d0, 3.01601d0, 2.23304d0, & 

 28         1.30251d0, 0.53463d0, 0.20136d0, 0.0548d0,0.01099d0/) 

 29     character(len = 26) :: w_str, filename 

 30     character(len = 1) :: c 

 31  

 32     !Discretize Side 4---------------------------------------------------------

 33     S4_L = sqrt((C4(2)-C1(2))**2+(C4(1)-C1(1))**2) 

 34     S4j_size = S4_L / nx4 

 35     C4_theta = ATAN((C1(1)-C4(1))/(C4(2)-C1(2))) 

 36     do i = 1,nx4 

 37         xp(i) = i*S4j_size-S4j_size/2 

 38     end do 

 39  

 40     !Find Total Area Under Sin(theta)*S(theta) Curve---------------------------

 41     h = (PI)/DBLE(N_div-1) 

 42     do i = 1,N_div 

 43         x_tot(i) = (i-1)*h 

 44         y_tot(i) = sin(x_tot(i))*scattering_function(x_tot(i),F1_coeffs) 

 45     end do 

 46     A_tot =  CompSimp1_3Int (x_tot,y_tot) 

 47  

 48 do iw = 1,size(w) 

 49     !Read in Parthasarathy Data------------------------------------------------

 50     write(w_str,'(1f3.1)') w(iw) 

 51     select case (w_str) 

 52         case ("0.0") 

 53             filename = "./ParthData/Parth_00.csv" 

 54         case ("0.2") 

 55             filename = "./ParthData/Parth_02.csv" 



 56         case ("0.5") 

 57             filename = "./ParthData/Parth_05.csv" 

 58         case ("0.8") 

 59             filename = "./ParthData/Parth_08.csv" 

 60         case ("1.0") 

 61             filename = "./ParthData/Parth_10.csv" 

 62     end select 

 63     open(10, file = filename) 

 64     read(10,*) Parth_data 

 65     do i = 1,(size(Parth_data)/2) 

 66         Parth_x(i) = Parth_data(2*i-1) 

 67         Parth_y(i) = Parth_data(2*i) 

 68     end do 

 69     close(10) 

 70  

 71     !Emit N Bundles from Side 1------------------------------------------------

 72     do i = 1,N 

 73         !Pick Starting Point on Side 1 

 74         call random_number(rand) 

 75         d(1) = rand*C1(1) 

 76         d(2) = 0 

 77  

 78         !Pick Direction of Emission from Side 1 

 79         call random_number(rand) 

 80         theta = ASIN(sqrt(rand)) 

 81         call random_number(rand) 

 82         phi = 2*PI*rand 

 83         tilt = 0 

 84  

 85         k = 1 

 86         do !Infinite Do-Loop Until Bundle is Absorbed at a Wall 

 87  

 88             !Pick Ray Path Length 

 89             call random_number(rand) 

 90             L = (-1)/B*log(rand) 

 91  

 92             !Find Projected 2D Distances 

 93             dx = L*sin(theta)*sin(phi) 

 94             dy = L*cos(theta) 

 95  

 96             !Account for Tilt of Axis Change 

 97             dx2 = dx*cos(tilt)-dy*sin(tilt) 

 98             dy2 = dx*sin(tilt)+dy*cos(tilt) 

 99  

100             !Record New Tilt 

101             if (dx2 == 0 .AND. dy2 > 0)then 

102                 tilt = 0 

103             elseif (dx2 == 0 .AND. dy2 < 0)then 

104                 tilt = PI 

105             elseif (dx2 > 0)then 

106                 tilt = ATAN(dy2/dx2)-PI/2 

107             elseif (dx2 < 0)then 

108                 tilt = PI/2 + ATAN(dy2/dx2) 

109             else 

110                 print *, "TILT ERROR" 

111             end if 



112  

113             !Define Ray Path Vector 

114             e(1) = d(1) + dx2 

115             e(2) = d(2) + dy2 

116             s = e-d 

117  

118             !Check for Intersection with Side 1 

119             r = C2-C1 

120             t = (CP2D((d-C1),s))/CP2D(r,s) 

121             u = (CP2D((C1-d),r))/CP2D(s,r) 

122             if (t >= 0 .AND. u >= 0 .AND. t <= 1 .AND. u <= 1 .AND. k > 1) then

123                 S1_count = S1_count + 1 

124                 EXIT 

125             end if 

126  

127             !Check for Intersection with Side 2 

128             r = C3-C2 

129             t = (CP2D((d-C2),s))/CP2D(r,s) 

130             u = (CP2D((C2-d),r))/CP2D(s,r) 

131             if (t >= 0 .AND. u >= 0 .AND. t <= 1 .AND. u <= 1) then 

132                 S2_count = S2_count + 1 

133                 EXIT 

134             end if 

135  

136             !Check for Intersection with Side 3 

137             r = C4-C3 

138             t = (CP2D((d-C3),s))/CP2D(r,s) 

139             u = (CP2D((C3-d),r))/CP2D(s,r) 

140             if (t >= 0 .AND. u >= 0 .AND. t <= 1 .AND. u <= 1) then 

141                 S3_count = S3_count + 1 

142                 EXIT 

143             end if 

144  

145             !Check for Intersection with Side 4 

146             r = C1-C4 

147             t = (CP2D((d-C4),s))/CP2D(r,s) 

148             u = (CP2D((C4-d),r))/CP2D(s,r) 

149             if (t >= 0 .AND. u >= 0 .AND. t <= 1 .AND. u <= 1) then 

150                 S4_count = S4_count + 1 

151                 !Determine Which Interval of Side 4 was Intersected 

152                 int_pt = C4+t*r 

153                 x_int = S4_L-((int_pt(1)-C4(1))/sin(C4_theta)) 

154                 j = floor(x_int/S4j_size) + 1 

155                 S4j_count(j) = S4j_count(j) + 1 

156                 EXIT 

157             end if 

158  

159             !Check for Absorption or Scatter 

160             call random_number(rand) 

161             if (rand > w(iw)) then !Absorb 

162                 Absorb_count = Absorb_count + 1 

163                 EXIT 

164             elseif (rand <= w(iw)) then !Scatter According to F1 

165                 ! !Pick Theta From Volume Emlement (General Equation) 

166                 ! call random_number(rand) 

167                 ! Lb = 0.0 



168                 ! Rb = Pi 

169                 ! theta = (Lb+Rb)/2 

170                 ! cur_f = aniso_fun(theta,rand,A_tot,N_div) 

171                 ! do while (abs(cur_f) > tol) 

172                 !     if(cur_f > 0)then 

173                 !         Rb = theta 

174                 !     else 

175                 !         Lb = theta 

176                 !     end if 

177                 !     theta = (Lb+Rb)/2 

178                 !     cur_f = aniso_fun(theta,rand,A_tot,N_div) 

179                 ! end do 

180  

181                 !Pick Theta From Volume Element (Modest Shortcut) 

182                 Q1 = -sqrt(F1A**2-4*F1A*rand+2*F1A+1) 

183                 Q2 = sqrt((Q1+F1A-2*rand+1)/(rand-1)) 

184                 theta = 2*PI-2*ATAN(Q2/sqrt(2.0)) 

185  

186                 !Pick Phi From Volume Element 

187                 call random_number(rand) 

188                 phi = 2*PI*rand 

189  

190                 !Update Starting Coordinates 

191                 d(1) = e(1) 

192                 d(2) = e(2) 

193             end if 

194             k = k+1 

195         end do 

196     end do 

197  

198     !Calculate Normalized Heat Fluxes and Save Data----------------------------

199     do j = 1,nx4 

200         q(j) = S4j_count(j)*C1(1)/(DBLE(N))/S4j_size 

201     end do 

202     call plot2d(curUnit,xp,q) 

203     call plot2d(curUnit+1,Parth_x,Parth_y) 

204  

205     !Reset Counters for Next w Loop--------------------------------------------

206     S1_count = 0 

207     S2_count = 0 

208     S3_count = 0 

209     S4_count = 0 

210     Absorb_count = 0  

211     S4j_count = 0 

212     curUnit = curUnit + 2 

213 end do  

214  

215     !Plot Normalized Heat Flux Profiles----------------------------------------

216     open(unit = 1, file = 'PLOT_MC_2DQUAD_F1.txt') 

217     write(1,*) "set terminal pngcairo enhanced font 'arial,30' & 

218     fontscale 1.0 size 2400, 1200", NEW_LINE(c), & 

219     'set key horizontal width 1', NEW_LINE(c), & 

220     "N = ", N, NEW_LINE(c), & 

221     'set output "MC_2DQUAD_F1_RESULTS.png"',NEW_LINE(c), & 

222     "B = ", B, NEW_LINE(c), & 

223     'set title sprintf("{/:Bold Heat Flux Distribution Along Right Wall of & 



224     Quadrilateral} \n {/Symbol f} = F1, {/Symbol b} = %0.1f & 

225     (m^{-1}), N = %3g",B,N)',NEW_LINE(c), & 

226     "set xlabel 'x_4 (m)'",NEW_LINE(c), & 

227     "set ylabel 'q_{4j} / q_1'",NEW_LINE(c), & 

228     "set yrange [0:1]",NEW_LINE(c), & 

229     "set xrange [0:1.4]",NEW_LINE(c), & 

230     'plot "11.dat" with lines lc rgb "#FF0000" lw 4 title & 

231     "MC\\\_2DQUAD\\\_F1.f08 ({/Symbol w} = 0.0)", & 

232     "13.dat" with lines lc rgb "#009933" lw 4 title & 

233     "MC\\\_2DQUAD\\\_F1.f08 ({/Symbol w} = 0.2)", & 

234     "15.dat" with lines lc rgb "#0000FF" lw 4 title & 

235     "MC\\\_2DQUAD\\\_F1.f08 ({/Symbol w} = 0.5)", & 

236     "17.dat" with lines lc rgb "#cc00cc" lw 4 title & 

237     "MC\\\_2DQUAD\\\_F1.f08 ({/Symbol w} = 0.8)", & 

238     "19.dat" with lines lc rgb "#000000" lw 4 title & 

239     "MC\\\_2DQUAD\\\_F1.f08 ({/Symbol w} = 1.0)", & 

240     "12.dat" with points lc rgb "#FF0000" ps 2 pt 7 & 

241     title "Parthasarathy Data ({/Symbol w} = 0.0)", & 

242     "14.dat" with points lc rgb "#009933" ps 2 pt 7 & 

243     title "Parthasarathy Data ({/Symbol w} = 0.2)", & 

244     "16.dat" with points lc rgb "#0000FF" ps 2 pt 7 & 

245     title "Parthasarathy Data ({/Symbol w} = 0.5)", & 

246     "18.dat" with points lc rgb "#cc00cc" ps 2 pt 7 & 

247     title "Parthasarathy Data ({/Symbol w} = 0.8)", & 

248     "20.dat" with points lc rgb "#000000" ps 2 pt 7 & 

249     title "Parthasarathy Data ({/Symbol w} = 1.0)"' 

250     close(1) 

251     call system('gnuplot PLOT_MC_2DQUAD_F1.txt')    

252  

253 contains 

254  

255     !Anisotrpoic f(theta) 

256     function aniso_fun(theta,R,A_tot,N) result (F) 

257         implicit none 

258         double precision, intent(in) :: theta, R, A_tot 

259         double precision :: Int = 0, F 

260         integer :: i = 0, N 

261         double precision, dimension (N) :: x, y 

262         h = (theta)/DBLE(N-1) 

263         do i = 1,N 

264             x(i) = (i-1)*h 

265             y(i) = sin(x(i))*scattering_function(x(i),F1_coeffs) 

266         end do 

267         Int = CompSimp1_3Int (x,y) 

268         F = Int-R*A_tot 

269     end function aniso_fun 

270  

271     !Lorenz-Mie Scattering Function 

272     function scattering_function (theta,coeffs) result(S) 

273         implicit none 

274         double precision, intent(in) :: theta 

275         double precision, dimension(:) :: coeffs 

276         double precision :: S 

277         integer :: N = 0, j = 0 

278         N = size (coeffs) - 1 

279         S = 0 



280         do j = 0,N 

281             S = S + coeffs(j+1)*Legendre_Poly(cos(theta),j) 

282         end do 

283     end function scattering_function 

284  

285     !Legendre Polynomials 

286     function Legendre_Poly(x,n) result (pl) 

287         implicit none 

288         double precision :: pl 

289         double precision :: x 

290         double precision :: pln(0:n) 

291         integer :: n, k 

292         pln(0) = 1.0d0 

293         pln(1) = x 

294         if (n <= 1) then 

295             pl = pln(n) 

296         else 

297             do k=1,n-1 

298                 pln(k+1)=((2.0*k+1.0)*x*pln(k)-DBLE(k)*pln(k-1))/(DBLE(k+1)) 

299             end do 

300             pl = pln(n) 

301         end if 

302     end function Legendre_Poly 

303  

304     !Composite Simpson's One-Third Integration 

305     function CompSimp1_3Int (x,y) result (I) 

306         implicit none 

307         double precision, dimension(:) :: x, y 

308         double precision :: sum1, sum2, h = 0, I 

309         integer :: j = 0, size_x, size_y, N = 0 

310         size_x = size(x) 

311         size_y = size(y) 

312         N = size_x - 1 

313         if (size_x /= size_y)then  

314             print *, "Array Sizes Do Not Match!" 

315             I = 0  

316             return 

317         elseif (MOD(N,2) /= 0)then 

318             print *, "N Must Be Even!" 

319             I = 0 

320             return 

321         end if 

322         h = (x(N+1)-x(1))/DBLE(N) 

323         sum1 = 0 

324         do j = 2,N,2 

325             sum1 = sum1 + y(j) 

326         end do 

327         sum2 = 0 

328         do j = 3,N-1,2 

329             sum2 = sum2 + y(j) 

330         end do 

331         I = h/DBLE(3)*(y(1)+DBLE(4.0)*sum1+DBLE(2.0)*sum2+y(N+1)) 

332     end function CompSimp1_3Int 

333  

334     !2D Cross Product 

335     function CP2D (a,b) result (c) 



336         implicit none 

337         double precision, intent(in), dimension(2) :: a, b 

338         double precision :: c 

339         c = a(1)*b(2)-a(2)*b(1) 

340     end function CP2D 

341  

342     !Save Data for 2D Plot 

343     subroutine plot2d (plotID,x,y) 

344         implicit none 

345         double precision, intent(in), dimension(:) :: x, y 

346         integer :: plotID, size_x, size_y, i = 0 

347         character (len = 50):: filename 

348         size_x = size(x) 

349         size_y = size(y) 

350         if (size_x /= size_y) then 

351             print *, "Array Sizes Do Not Match!" 

352             return 

353         else 

354             write(filename,'(i0,a)') plotID,'.dat' 

355             open(unit = plotID, file = filename, status='replace') 

356             do i = 1, size_x 

357                 write(plotID,*) x(i), y(i) 

358             end do 

359             close(plotID) 

360         end if 

361     end subroutine plot2d 

362  

363 end program MC_2DQUAD_F1 
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